-2-I. INTRODUCTION The pion-nucleon total cross section is well mown for pion DIQlllenta below approximately 2.0 Jev/c, but little accurate data are available ".' at higher momenta, especially for "+ -P scattering. We present here the results of a measurement ot the total 11 + -P cross section in the momentum range 1.4 to 4.0 Bev/c.
1 Total p-p cross sections were measured e1Jm.ll.t$.neoualy in the same momentum range. These measurements, with accuracy of approx1-matel1 ';!f., were made at the Berkeley Bevatron, by using counter techniques, and are part of an experimental program wbose ob3ect1 ve is a detailed knowledge of the pion-nucleon interaction above 500 Mev.
It vas also possible in this experiment to measure cross sections for several heavy nuclei vi th the same equipment used to measure the total n+ -P and P·P cross sections. Thts vas done at 3.0 Bev/c f'or Je, c, Al, and
Cu vi tb various geometries. The results are used to determine best-fit values of the imaginary part of the rwclear potential, which are then COJQared w1 th the predictions of the optical model.
In contrast to most previous attempts to make tita of this 'tJPe to high-energy scattering aata, those presented here were made by usina an essen'tially exact solution of the wave equation for a complex potential well with a diffuse edge. This was possible throuah the uae of a high-speed electronic computer (the IBM 704).
A. Ge11eral DescriJ?tion ot Method
In these measurements 1 a beam cona1st1n.g primarily of a mixture of pos1 ti ve pions and protons of well-defined momentum was collimated by means of a counter telescope. Pions were separated from protons electronically by use of a gas-filled Cerenkov counter. This allowed simultaneou.e -3-measurements of pion and proton cross sections. Af'ter pasaing through the mon1 tor telescope, the beam was allowed to strike an absorber. The :fraction o:f beam transmitted was determined by means o:f' a counter placed atter the absorber. The apparent cross section 1 s a function o:f' 8 1 the he.l.t' -angle subtended by the edge of this transmission counter. In the idealized experiment we are discussing, the apparent cross section a (6) is given by (l) where N/N 0 is the traction of beam transmitted for a particular value of e, and nx is the number of nuclei per cm 2 as seen by the incoming beam.
The expected variation ot a( 8) W1 th the soUd angle subtended by the transmission counter is depicted in Fig. 1 
where (8/M)F and (S/M)E represent the ratios of surviVing pions (or protons) to mon1 tor coWltS vt th target full or tar set empty, respec:ti vel.y.
The numbers of mon1 tor counts and ot SU1'V1 Ving pions both were corrected tor acc1dentals vhere necessary. As mentioned preViously 1 these corrections were qUite small.
The standard deviation in a is given by
The statistical errors in the cross sections were generally approximately l.j. Statistical analysis ot the reproducib111 ty or repeated runs showed a small fluctuation outside of that expected from cOUDting statistics.
The probable error in a Single measurement vas found to be ! 1. ~ in addition to the statistical error.
B. Corrections for Multiple Coulomb Scatter1y
When the angle subtended by the transmission counter is made small, the observed cross sections rise sharply because of the loss of particles by multiple Coulomb scattering 1n the absorber. Where necessary 1 corrections were applied to the data by using the method described by R. M, Sterahe1mer.7
He assumes that the Coulomb scatterina has a Gaussian distribution in anale w1 th an rms space angle
-9·
were refraction is presum&bly due to electrons.
-lla. Calculation of the muon contamination.
A curve such as in Fig. 3 . .
-12-simplification in these calculations was to neglect the finite diameter of the beam. The maximum correction in the pion cross sections was 'i!fo, which justifies such a simplification.
b.-Calculation of the electron contamination • Another contaminant in the pion beam at low energies was electrons.
Fram Fig. 3 we can estimate their number at about 3~ of the number of pions at 1.8 Bev/c, the energy at which the Qerenkov counter pressure curve was taken. No measurements were made at other momenta because of 11m.itations on running time.
The major source of these electrons is the decay of ~0 mesons produced in the Bevatron target. These mesons decay almost immediately into two gamma rays, either of which can in turn produce an electron pair in the target material. The probability of producing a pair iS roughly proportional to the available path length L in the target material.
It was possible to calculate the electron contamination in the beam at each momentum by using theoretical estimates of the yield of pions produced in the Bevatron target.9 Briefly, the theoretical curves for ~0
production were used to estimate the spectrum of high-energy gamma rays.
This was in turn used to calculate the electron yield from pair production relative to that of positive pions. The average path length L was calculated by using theoretical curves for the distribution of the proton flux striking the target. 10 T.ne contribution of Dalitz pairs, estimated to be several percent of the total electron yield, was neglected.
The calculated values of the electron contamination ranged from 0 to ~ of the pion flux. For the conditions under which the Cerenkov counter curve (Fig. 3) (a) Statistical errors in the measurements were considered.
These were generally quite small (. 1$). The quoted errors also include the fluctuation 0\ltstde of statistics which was observed in tbe data. (c) Errors in the pro'bon total Cl"oss sections also include the uncertainty in the efficiency of the gas Cerenk.ov counter and associated electronics, as described in the preVious section.
Errors in the heavy-nuclei crpss sections include onl;v statistical errors, and errors due to the fluctuations outside of stat1st1cs 1 as described above. Systematic errors that raise or lower aU the data pointe together are not io.elud.ed in the q.uoted errors. These are thought to be < ~. The measured st+ -p and P•P ~tal cross sections are lilted in Table I , and plotted in Fig. 4 as a tu.nction of beam momentum. ~ curves bave been drawn to shov the gross features of the momentum dependence.
Results tram other e.xperillenters are also shown for compartaon. 12 In general, the agreement is good in res1ons where an overlap occurs.
-15- The relation is
where W(l)(t) iS the first-o,rder optical potential at a point 11n the nucleus, ~ the t.otal energy of the incident pion (or proton) in the laboratory system, B,_r* the total energy in the pion-nucleon (or protonnucleon) c.m. system, and M the nucleon mass; f'p(O) and fn(O) are the c.m. forvard scatter1na amplitudes for scattering by free protons aud free neutrons 1 respect! vel.y ~ Equation (6) must be cQJTected to take into account the effects of the Pauli exclusion principle 1 which can raise or lower the e:f'fecti ve potentials depending on the energy of the incident particle. At low energies it acts to inhibit collisions with emall momentum transfers, thus decreasing the potentials (in absolute value). At hip energie.s this effect is small and is overshadowed by auother that tends to increase the optical potentials.
The latter effeet 1s the mu'tue.l repulsion of nucleons at small distances, which keeps them apart and makes them more effective as scatter1ns targets. For small nuclei 1 Eq. (6) must be further corrected for terms of order 1/A. which appear in a more careful derivation. Theae terms do not appear in the lorn approx1mat1on 1 and we shall hopefully neglect them. We -20- shall also neglect a correction to the pion-nucleus potentials due to the possibility of direct absorption by tvo or more nucleons in the nucleus in reactions of the type "+ + p + n -+ p + p. These reactions are important at low energies, but are not expected to play a significant role at 3.0 Bev/c.
Corrections to the proton-nucleus potentials due to the identity of the incident and target particles are also ~ected to be amall. This yields for Z/A : l/2 the first-order potential
The real part of the potential is therefore small and repulsive.
The first-order potentials must be corrected for nuclear (7) correlation brougbt about by the effects of the exclusion principle.
According to Watson and Zemacn, 1 7 the optical potential correct to second order is 
Calculation of the Proton-Bucleus Optical Potentials
For p-p and p-n scattering, little 1s known about the real part of the forward scatt.ering amplitudes at hi&h energies. The most accurate data seem to be those of Preston, Wilson, and Street, l9 who find, at No aata are available yet on ~[t(p,n) J . We therefore assume, tor both P·P and p-n scattering, j1(A_t I « I.P4 I , so that tor proton scattering the real part of the optical potential is small compared with the imaginary part. Since the i't ts to the experimental data are quite 1n.sens1 ti ve to the real potential when it is small, the above assumption is sufficient for our purposes.
Using aT(p,p) =44.5mb at 3.0 Bev/c (tram Table I These cross sections were compared w1 th the exper1melltal ones, and the process repeated until good fits were obtained.
In this method it is necessary to assume a shape for the nuclear potential well. In the past, a square-well potential was usually chosen to simplU'y calculations. 'l'hiS sbe.pe 1 however, is and a, Figure 5 shows U(r:)/U 0 for the potential distributions u.sed in f'i tting the data. The modified exponential shape used in f'i tting the beryllium electron-acattering data is also shown. lote that for beryllium U{r) must be multiplied by {0.62)-l to normalize U{r)/U 0 to u.n1ty at the origin.
2. The C01!1Put~ Proi!!:!! Used in C-lculatiy the Optiaal.-Model Cross Sections
The program uaed to calculate the erose sections is a modit'ication of' that described by BJorklund, Blandford, and Fernbach. 
for r > r 0
• -24- the total inelasti-c cross sections, can then be calculated.
The original version was modified to treat relativistic particles as follows:
(a) The original program solved the radial Schr6dinaer equation,
It was assumed that the scattertns of both pions and protons could be 24 described by the Klein-Gordon equation, 
'l'Jae first term 1s the CJ"OSs section for elastic sce.ttertns at angles greater than e; the second represents the loss of particles due to all inelastic processes (absorption). 'l'he 1ihird term results froG1 inelastic events that p:ve rise to cbarse4 seconda1'7 particles that count in the t:canamise1on counter and so lower ttle apparent erose section. We assume that tor angles at which measurements were made (0 <. 6 < 6 de&) the differential cross section tor producin& charged secondaries, The variation of X with u 0 vas also studied. Figure 8 shows a Examples of tits to the experimental data. u 0
• 0 is the predicted value of U 0 ; 8* is the angle in the pion-nucleus center-of-mass system.
• 
